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Jupiter enters Aquarius on 20th December 2009. 

To know more about this transit of Guru in Kumbh and its effect on general life Jyotish Biz
interviewed Astrologer Ashutosh. We also asked him about the general effect of this Jupiter
transit in the twelve moon signs. 

Astrologer Ashutosh is a famous Vedic Astrologer (Jyotishi) and a Vastu Expert.  

  

The Interview:

Jyotish Biz: Namaskar! Ashutosh Ji.

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Namaskar!!

 Jyotish Biz: Ashutosh Ji! Jupiter is changing signs today. It leaves Capricorn and enters
Aquarius. What will be the general effects of this change in planetary positions?

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Well! As we know that Jupiter is the most beneficial among the nine
Jyotish Planets. It is also called Guru and Brihaspati in Sanskrti. Guru is the sanskrit term for a
teacher and Brihaspati is the name of the mythological guru of the celestial Gods as per the
Indian Vedic mythology. 

 Jyotish Biz: Ah! Thats interesting. 

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Yes! Guru is the karaka for governance, education, law, religion and
discipline. An individual who has a powerful Jupiter in his horoscope has an abundance of these
interests and traits. That means that he/she would like to create some self-disciplines, would be
more religiously bent, would take up education and profession related to education and law, and
so on. 

 Jyotish Biz: That means that he teachers, religious, lawyers and judges must be having a
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strong Jupiter in their horoscopes.

 Astrologer Ashutosh: In a way. In most cases, Jupiter is strong either by its placement or by
being part of a powerful yoga in these kundalis. 

 Jyotish Biz: In most part of 2009, Brihaspati or Jupiter was in its sign of debilitation. Now, when
it enters Aquarius or Kumbha, how can we expect to see the improvements generally. 

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Capricorn is Jupiter's Neecha Rashi or the sign of debilitation. It means
that Jupiter's usual beneficial results are not observed during its transit in Capricorn. We can
see that the governments all over the world are facing serious economic crisis. The people in
power have failed to deliver anything substantial during 2009. There have been no strong and
effective decisions at all. The general population is suffering and the rule makers are doing
almost nothing. This is nothing but a clear result of Jupiter's debilitation.

 Jyotish Biz: Okay! 

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Now, as it moves to Aquarius or Kumbha the movement back to a good
governance will start. Leaders will start taking responsible steps. We cannot say that there will
be less problems but we can say that there will be more and effective solutions available for the
problems. 

 Kumbh is the sign of Saturn. Jupiter becomes highly pious in this sign though it is not Jupiter's
own sign or its sign of exaltation. This transit in Aquarius also marks the holding of the Kumbh
Fair in the holy city of Haridwar, in northern India. Million of people from all over the world take
bath in river Ganga during this fair. 

 Jyotish Biz: Wow! Thats interesting. 

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Yes! India is a land of religious importance and Haridwar is the gateway
to heavens. 

 Jyotish Biz: Gateway to heavens?

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Yes! It is so called because Haridwar lies at the foothills of Himalayas. It
is the first stop on the religious circuit in the Himalayas in India.

 Jyotish Biz: Oh! Now please tell us how long this transit of Jupiter will be in Aquarius?

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Jupiter will be in Aquarius from 20th December 2009 to 2nd May 2010. It
will then shift to Pisces or Meen rashi. Then, on 1st November 2010 Guru will retrograde back
to Kumbh till it gets directional and moves back to Pisces on 6th December 2010.

 Jyotish Biz: Ashutosh Ji! Can you give a brief description of the effects of this transit for the
people born under the different moon signs. The good and the bad results in short.
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 Astrologer Ashutosh: Okay! In Aries or Mesha, this transit will bring increased income, better
job and more work related travels. 

     In Taurus or Vrishabh, Jupiter in Aquarius will give positive changes at work and gains
related to business and real estate. 

     In Gemini or Mithun, Brihaspati in Kumbh gives travels related to work, improved work
scenario, improved relations with friends and colleagues.

     In Cancer or Karka, Guru in Kumbh grants increased gains related to real estate, increased
expenditures and investments and unexpected travels. Some health problems too. 

     In Leo or Simha, increased income, gains from past investments and family prosperity.

     In Virgo or Kanya, better fame and increased expenses. Health precautions are needed.
Relationships with near and dear ones will become strained.

     In Libra or Tula, monetary gains, increased and better social circle, religious travels. Children
will require more than usual care. 

     In Scorpio or Vrischika, transit of Jupiter in Aquarius will bring increased comforts at home.
Positive and constructive changes related to home and vehicles. Family celebrations. 

     In Sagittarius or Dhanu, this transit brings extra and gainful efforts at work. Lot of travels,
religious pilgrimages and improvements for health.

     In Capricorn or Makara, Jupiter in Kumbha gives legal problems related to finances, better
relations with family and friends, health problems to spouse.

     In Aquarius or Kumbha, better income through better efforts. Business gains. Increased
circle of friends and well wishers. Spiritual gains and religious pursuits.

     In Pisces or Meen, Guru in Kumbh brings sudden and long distance travels, increased
expenses, legal problems, health issues. A lot of caution is required on all these fronts.

 Jyotish Biz: Thanks a lot, Ashutosh Ji! That was really enlightening. This interview was very
informative. 

 Astrologer Ashutosh: Thanks to you too! 

END
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